A b s t r a c t -Lower bounds on the probability of success for the different kinds of attacks in authentication with arbitration are derived. These bounds give rise to combinatorial lower bounds on the number of encoding rules and on the number of messages necessary in an authentication code with arbitration.
S u m m a r y -In the model for normal authentication the transmitter and the receiver are using the same encoding rule and are thus trusting each other. However, it is not always the case that the two communicating parties want to trust each other. Inspired by this problem Simmons has introduced an extended authentication model, here referred to as the authentication model with arbitration, [l] . In this model caution is taken against deception from both outsiders (opponent) and insiders (transmitter and receiver). The model includes a fourth person, called the arbiter. The arbiter has access to all key information and is by definition not cheating. The arbiter does not take part in any conimunication activities on the channel but has to solve disputes between the transmitter and the receiver whenever such occur.
There are essentially five different kinds of attacks to cheat which are possible. The attacks are the following: I, Impersonation by the opponent. The opponent sends a message to the receiver and succeeds if the message is accepted by the receiver as authentic. S, Substitution by the opponent. The opponent observes a message that is transmitted and substitutes this message with another. The opponent succeeds if this other message is accepted by the receiver as authentic. T, Impersonation by the transmitter. The transmitter sends a message to the receiver and denies having sent it.
The transmitter succeeds if the message is accepted by the receiver as authentic and if the message is not one of the messages that the transmitter could have generated due to his encoding rule. Ro, Impersonation by the receiver. The receiver claims to have received a message from the transmitter. The receiver succeeds if the message could have been generated by the transmitter due to his encoding rule.
RI, Substitution by the receiver. The receiver receives a message from the tra,nsmitter but claims to have received another message, The receiver succeeds if this other message could have been generated by the transmitter due to his encoding rule. In all these possible attacks to cheat it is understood that the cheating person is using an optimal strategy when choosing a message. For each way of cheating, we denote the probability of success with PI, Ps, PT, P R~ and P R~.
The overall probability of deception is denoted PD and is defined to be Po = max(P1, Ps, PT, PR,,, PR~).
For unconditionally secure authentication codes we derive the following lower bounds on the probability of success for the different kinds of deceptions:
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Here ER is the receiver's encoding rule and ET is the transmitter's encoding rule. The bounds are valid for all authentication codes with IS] > 1 except for a class of degenerate codes which all have PR, = 1 and hence not very interesting.
From the above bounds ~7 e also derive lower bounds on the number of encoding rules and on the number of messages to be used in an authentication code with arbitration. Assume that the number of source states for a symmetric source is 1st and let PD = l / q for an authentication code with arbitration. Let ER OET denote the set of possible pairs (ER, ET). Then the following lower bounds are valid on the number of encoding rules and on the number of messages that are necessary in the code, Using these combinatorial lower bounds it is for example possible to show that the Cartesian product construction for authentication codes with arbitration does not meet all lower bounds with equality, [l] .
